Unemployment Information

NEW-Frequently Asked Questions about the Pandemic Unemployment Insurance

NEW-Unemployment Insurance Benefits and Returning to Work: Guide for Employers

Pandemic Unemployment Insurance for those who are not traditionally eligible (Gig workers, Self employed, Contract workers, etc).

Pandemic Unemployment Assistance Guidebook

En Espanol: Apply for Unemployment Benefits in Spanish

Apply for Unemployment Benefits Here In English

Step by Step Instructions on Filling out an Unemployment Claim

Watch a Video on How to Apply for Unemployment Benefits

Form to Request Contact from the Department of Unemployment for a Specific Claim Issue

Listen to the Unemployment Town Halls

How to Reset Your Unemployment Password

Important Employer and Employee Information Related to COVID-19

Other Important Information

Watch Governor Updates on Covid-19 on Youtube

Read Governor Press Releases

Read the Latest News from the CDC (Center for Disease Control and Prevention)
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